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We Live In Constant Change

“... learned to be flexible and adaptable as every week has been different during the pandemic... there’s more chapters to be written... we’re not sure what the summers going to look like; how the economy is going to recover... There’s so many new dynamics that we are putting a premium on being really responsive, really agile, really flexible and we’re taking much shorter term horizon as we think about the business.”
To Succeed Is To Adapt

We Live In Constant Change

Impacting Us All
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The Secret is Connection

To Succeed Is To Adapt

Impacting Us All
Founded On The Power Of Many

Your Partner For Digital Transformation
SUSE Vision

Simplify
Run the Business
Simplify and optimize existing IT environments

Modernize
Transform the Business
Bring applications and data into modern computing

Accelerate
Scale the Business
Accelerate business innovation through True Open Source Software
Core, Cloud, Edge

Simplify with Software Defined Infrastructure
Accelerate digital transformation by simplifying and abstracting IT infrastructure

Modernize with Container & Cloud Platform
Provide new applications and succeed with cloud and hybrid cloud

Innovate at the Edge
Digitize products with intelligence

Accelerate with Artificial Intelligence
Make automated solutions smarter
“Open source is becoming the backbone for driving digital innovation.”

Gartner 2019

Source: Gartner, “What Innovation Leaders Must Know About Open Source Software,” Arun Chandrasekaran and Mark Driver, 26 August 2019
The Power Of Many; True Open Source